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**Title word cross-reference**

81/2 [Mic96]. + [NL95]. O(n) [BS92].

/ [Ano09a, Ano10a].


1 [Sul75].


4 [Led99d].

6,0] [Led99c]. 67 [Sch78]. 6th [CPPV15].

7th [CPPV15].

8 [Led99a]. 80 [GL95].

'92 [CB93b]. 95 [GSX99].

abductive [CLMT01]. Abstract [Bai87, GZ87, HC12, BZ88, CZ11, CCF15, FW87, Jal92, Liu93, Log09, McL77, Noo85, PC15, RK93]. Abstracting [HF87].

abstraction [OK00, ZP04]. Abstractions [Coo81, SS79, BEL77, Ber77, DNR90].


Active [YF98]. Activity [Sal92]. actors
HGC++09, MR01, PSW95, RR99, SRRB10, Wan92, WPR06, WBGM10, Zak88, KS90.


Behavior [Rid79a, Sar93, SJW94].

behavioral [KKP+15, RDT08, Zdu06].


better [KY75, Yan96]. between [FBDH12, SSM10, VMD09]. beyond [Fri92].


bulk [MH07]. bulk-synchronous [MH07]. business [LVdW+01, PLDD15]. bytecode [DST06, JPB+08]. bytecode-to-C [JPB+08].

C [Ano88, Bud82, CL89, EP89, ECB12, JPB+08, KS90, LC02, MP92, Pen05, PE88]. C# [Fru10]. C-Flavours [KSS00]. Cactus [RGP98]. Calculus [GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b, AMF13, BL92, DLP07, AKPG02].

Calendar [WPR06]. Call [Ano07a, Ano07b, Kir02]. call-tracking [Kir02]. capabilities [CGG+09]. card [SK14]. Carla [CC95]. Case [Zav86, Bil94, BJ14, MKPW06]. CASL [IMP+08]. CCS [NN09]. CDL [LS90, LS94].

cellular [VLC98]. centric [LDG09].

chaining [HGC++09, VS93]. Chains [Ken78]. challenges [PBDF12]. changing [Pun01].

channel [Fis88]. Characterization [DK83]. Checking [Bai86, CCT08, DQ09, Ier93, JL96, KKP+15, MS93, MP92, Pen05, Pen14, PRR12, Sis04, ZP04]. Chinese [TC81].

Choosing [MT82]. circular [SH15]. Class [Log09, BDNW05, JD94, Wal89].


Closures [FL87]. Co [MKPW06, LCC07]. co-allocation [LCC07]. Co-evolving [MKPW06]. COBOL [Tha77, Pet78].

Cocke [Man78]. Cocke-Younger-Kasami [Man78]. Code [Ano88, BT86, CJS0, DK83, DH86, FL87, JRS85, RS82, BB90, BBRR12, BC13, BM95, CAS08, CCJ93, Dha88, Gan98, GDD12, Hat91, HV93, Kha10, Kha11, MT05, MKPW06].


combining [BM95]. Commands [Bai86]. comments [AA89]. common [RW90].

Communicating [DH86]. Communication [Bro88, AKPG02]. communications [CC95]. compact [HS03]. comparing [EvdSV+15]. Comparison [Fle84, SIK09, Tha77].

Compilation [Sch87, BB07]. compile [FL92]. Compiler [Ano07a, Ano07b, MB85, HSS88, Hat91, JPB+08, KMLS15, MB75].

Compiler-Architecture [Ano07a]. Compilers [Sha80]. Compiling [WF78].

complete [GL95]. Complex [Sp79].

complexity [BZ88, IPF82, Ste84].

compliant [MJC10]. Component [WBGM10, FDH08, FBDH12, PSW95].

Component-based [WBGM10, FBDH12, PSW95].
component-oriented [FDH08].
components [PSW†13, Tay96, Zdu06].
composable [LMR93]. composed [MW82].
composing [RDB15]. composition [Bou04, BRT99, DSW05, PPK11, RPB09, Zdu06].
Compositional [GSX99]. Computation [CIF84, Nag79, AJ93, CAS08, MST14, PT09].
computational [HT13, LCC07, jLtCxH09].
Computationally [RS87]. computations [DLP07, PRD02].
Computer [BS78, CF02, HR91, Rin91, Jos78, Nym95, Zak88].
computer-based [Zak88]. computers [BZ88, PS94b].
Computing [Ano07b, Bry15, MB13, MB14]. ConC [GR91].
concept [MT05]. conceptual [GWDD06, Rod15].
Concurrent [SBF80].
Concurrency [Geh82, KPP93, FO10].
Concurrent [SBF80, Sal83, CS03, CGG +09, CO98, Dref96, GR91, GMM98, LF00, MW96, Rom97, Tal93a, Tal93b]. concurrent-write [CS03]. condition [SM10]. conditions [SSM10].
Conferences [CPPV15].
configuration [Zdu06]. connected [PS94b].
connectors [PPK11]. Considered [Sym85].
consistency [KKP†15]. Constant [Tai79].
Constraint [YG93, HHLv89, LF00, Zim86].
Constraint-driven [YG93]. constraints [Luq93].
Construct [ECB12].
Constructors [MW82]. Constructs [BGMT82, Abd75a, MP00]. consuming [BER00].
consumption [Ozt11]. container [McC91]. Contents [Ano02d, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano06c].
Context [BS92, Cse81, HWM13, BC93, BDLL†12, Seb89]. context-aware [BDLL†12].
Context-Free [Cse81, BS92, BC93, Seb89].
Context-sensitive [HWM13]. contiguous [KR95].
continuation [Wan92]. continuation-based [Wan92].
Continuations [HFW86, WF87, DH89, JD94]. Continuous [SBF80]. contraction [CKS83]. Control [CG84, LS84, AL85, AMF13, CKS83, DNR90, MC96, OM92, OM91, PSW†13, SC94, YF98].
Controller [TC81]. controlling [BDNW05, NH93]. conversation [CG93].
Conversations [Rom95]. coordinating [CLMT01].
coordination [CG96, CFG00, PPK11, SRRB10]. copies [BC13]. Copyright [Jos78]. Core [dLZ12].
corecursion [Ano13]. corollaries [Sch75b].
Coroutines [HFW86, KS90]. Correction [FM80]. Correctness [Ber77, YD78, Liu93].
correctors [Wet77]. Cost [DMT10].
Cost-driven [DMT10]. Costing [EL07].
Cover [Ano02c, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano03a, Ano03b].
Creating [BDPW08, FF89]. critique [Fis88]. CSP [PB84]. CSP-S [PB84]. custom [FO10]. Customizing [Mal10].
cyber-physical systems [SSR10]. Cyclic [CCGC12].

DAGs [KR95, Kes98].

Data [Bai87, BF78, BC84, CS03, Fl87, GZ87, Geh79, Han78, KJ12, MO83, PBG84, YD78, BT91, BEL77, Ber77, BMZ92, BC13, CNGW09, DOZ60, DQ09, Ear75, FW07, FF89, Geh77, HGL93, HC96, Ja92, JG98, JO11, KDM03, MC77, Mic96, MP00, Ni90, OM91, PRD02, SJW94]. Data-Bases [BC84].

Data-bound [KJ12]. Data-Flow [MO83, MP00]. data-parallel [Mic96].
data-parallelism [HC96]. Data-race [CS03]. Database [Orn83, PC85, HC12].
databases [BL92, HHLv89]. Dataflow [Wei85, Ozt11]. Datatype [Wei85].

Debugger [CDGN15]. debuggers [CDGN15].

Debugging [Joh81, COHW95].
declarations [SC94]. Declarative [SH15, ZTLM13, CL97, CFG00, Mic96, NL95].
Deducing [Sch75a]. Deep [Sam79, Kha11].
define [BG84]. defined [DNR90]. defining [yCH92, RDB15]. definite [GG90].

Definition [BF78, BSW15, yCH92, CG84].
Ken78, CRPP00, KB75, McL77, Thi82.

definitional [Fal97], delayed [VS95].
delayed-load [VS95]. Delving [MT05].
denotational [Jer93, Mal93], denotations [HS03]. dense [DLP07], dependence [BC13, SSM10]. dependencies [PS10].
Dependent [JO11]. deployment [MLW05].
Derivation [PS86, RR99]. Deriving [MB85]. DesCaRTeS [MRO03].
Design [AH95, ABG+05, FFMB11, KN85, Mich96, RS83, Sch78, TC81, VCL98, ZA87, Zak88, Bas75, CDW09, COHW95, FBDH12, FM04, FWY96, KS90, LP97, LS94, M1ST4, MRG10, MKP06, Run89, Sco91, Tuc75].
Developing [BB91]. Development [CDGM80, GG82, HR91, Bai90, BDPW08, yCH92, Mal10, MZ05, Rot92, SK14, VC15, WD04]. Developments [Cro79, Fle78].
Direct [MB75]. Directed [LBR81, D993, Har97, Kha10, Nil90, OWG93, VS93].
Distributed [BT91, BGMT92, CLSM96, Coo81, Led99e, PB84, Tal93a, YF83, Kru02, CNGW09, DRT97, LS94, NJLS12, PLS10, P91J, Sco91, SRRB10, Tay96, Whi77, ZTL913].
documents [CNGW09]. domain [CDGN15, CCF15, FFMB11, PSW+13].
domain-specific [CDGN15, FFMB11, PSW+13]. domains [McL77]. Driven [BF78, DMT10, jLtCxH09, Rod15, SK14, YG93].
DRL [DRT97]. DSL [PLDD15]. Dynamic [BB91, BRT99, GG90, BKSW09, BG84, FF90, GBZ90, HDN09, LC02, LDG09, Pen05, PRD02, PLS10, RN09]. dynamically [Ber11, Fun01].
Editor [Ano01a, DP09]. Editorial [Ano01a, DW04, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano09a, Ano10a].
Edwards [Le99a]. Effect [GFK81, IR95].
Effort [CI984]. Elements [Pet78, Whi77]. eliminating [RW09]. Elimination [BC13, Dem75].
Embedded [Ano07a, ABG+05, HL08, P9D+08, MRO03, P9D+09, Wan92]. embedding [KMLS15].
Emerald [HHS90]. empirical [SW77, SJW94]. Employing [Sis04].
enabled [PPK11]. engineered [Hug85].
Engineering [CPPV15, SSJB06, Man01, Rod15]. Engines [DH98, HF87]. Enhancement [DOZ06].
Enhancements [ZL81]. Entity [SS79].
entry [MC96, OM92]. Environment [MOT84, RGU91, JD94, KA07, P9J91, P9W95]. Environments [Led99e, PRD02].
ENVISAGER [DGU91]. epsilon [FL92].
EQL [Nag79]. equational [Hat91].
equivalence [Tze12]. Error [CB03a, FM80, Da94, HRS84, LCF910, Wet77]. errors [DP98, RD78]. escape [DLP15].
Evaluating [EvdSV+15, KR98].
Evaluations [CD81, GFK81, ABG+05, DPP10, FW87, Jay92, KHO14, LRB+11, MC96, MS89, NS93, PBDF12, PS94a, SIK09, Tre00, TM00]. evaluations [KR95]. Event
event-based [SRRB10], evolving [MKPW06], Exception [DG94, LS90, BKYV80, CM11, CD82, HO90, JPB+08, Rom97], exceptions [BJ90], exchanging [FF89], executable [CIP+00, ZH96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].

Execution [LS84, ALR15, BS15, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LLF00, MB75, PL10], exercising [FF89], executable [CIP+00, HZ96, KJ12], execute [FKR75].
investigation [PLS10]. invocation
[CO98, OBGK02]. invocations [GH07].
involving [LRB+11]. ISBN
Isolating [FO10]. Issue [CPPV15, Bry15,
CB93b, Lou07, MB13, MB14, SD06, Zuc04].
issues [CL89, COHW95]. Iteration [MP00].
iterators [Ear75]. J [Fel87, KMLS15]. J-operator [Fel87].
Jager [Led99a]. Java
[ACZ05, BCR11, CV14, CY02, HWM13,
JPB+08, KMLS15, PT09, Rez12, TKH99].
JavaBean [MZC10]. JavaLog [ACZ05].
Jeri [Led99a]. jLab [PT09]. John
JR [CGG+09]. Jumps [Abd75b]. Just
[dACSAP14]. Just-in-time [dACSAP14].
Kasami [Man78]. kernels [KKG15].
Keyword [Ano05e, Ano05g, Ano06c]. know
[Sch76].
LAILA [CLMT01]. Lambda
[GS86, WF78, Abd75a, Abd75b, FL92].
Lambda-Calculus
[GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b].
Lambda-Expressions [WF78]. Landin
[Fel87]. Language
[Ano07b, BS78, Bai87, BT86, Bar82, BEL77,
BGMT82, BC84, CPPV15, DGU91, FM04,
GS86, GO88, Hoo87, Hoo89, Hul87, Joh81,
KN85, KP78, MT82, MO83, MM82, Nag79,
Nag80, Orn83, PBG84, PC85, RBY+05,
Rin91, SBF80, ZL81, AL85, AAH95, ALR15,
Bas75, BL92, Bay76, BKSW09, BAK89,
Bou08, BG84, CIP+00, CGG+09, yCH92,
CLMT01, CFG00, CC95, CL89, CHHP91,
DRT97, Dj88, EL87, Ekdsv+15, FDH08,
FBHD12, FFMB11, GR91, dOG06, dOG09,
GWDD06, HDN09, HV94, HHS90, HZ96,
Hug85, JD94, KKK92, KNW94, LMR93,
LP97, LB89, Liu93, LS94, Luq93, MGRG10,
Mal10, Mal93, MR01, MZ05, MB75, Mic96,
ND77, NL95, OWG93, OK00, PGM84, Pla91,
PE88, PSW+13, RN09, RG98, Run90,
RH94, Sal92, Sco91, SS92, SmDSB90, Ste75].
language [Tuc75, Tze12, VC15, VLC98,
IMP+08, Wan92, WDC08, Zh06, Zim86,
dLZ12, Bai86, yCH92, RS94].
Language-And [BT86]. language-based
[Bou08]. Language-independent [FM04].
Languages [CIF84, CG84, Cro79, HR91,
HR92, MB13, MB14, Was79, vOKF01,
Abd75a, Abd75b, Ba90, BC88, BLM93,
BL99, Ber11, BEL77, Ber77, Bry15, BW90,
CL97, CO98, Cia92, CH92, CG93, CF02,
COHW95, CRPP00, Fri92, HCl2, HHLv89,
HG93, Ier93, IR95, LCF10, LfL00, Lia92,
MP00, NK90, OM91, PC78, RDB15, Rot92,
Rus87, Sch75b, Sch75a, YG93].
languages-value [Sch75b]. Large
[LRB+11, MP92, SJW94]. Lass [Bar82].
layered [MR04, OM91]. layers [Vai04].
Lazy [Han97, BJS93, HV94, Jay92, Tre00].
Lenient [Tre00, TM00]. Level [BEH86,
CIF84, Geh79, MO83, Pag79, BEL77, Ber77,
CCJ93, Ear75, Lou07, MGRG10, ME77,
MB75, Sch75b, Sch75a, Tuc75]. lexical
[Yan96, YTC02]. lexically [FF90]. libraries
[FF75]. Library [CDW09]. life [Hoo89]. like
[CH92, MRO03, Was79, NK90]. LINDA
[SS93, RB09]. linear [Dha90]. linearly
[PS10]. Linguistic [PRR12, VMD09]. Lisp
[FW96]. List [Ano09b, Ano10b, Ano11a,
AJ93, FKR75, War78]. listless [Jay92].
Lists [Wad80, Lus02]. LL [BC89, L96].
load [Dha90, VS95]. localization
[DTXP13]. Logical [ACS96, HS03, RS87,
BER00, BKG+08, BRT99, CLSM06,
CLMT01, Cia92, CG96, DRT97, FL01,
GG09, Har97, HC96, HGC+09, HL76,
J96, JG98, KNW94, LMR93, LP97,
LFL00, NJLS12, RGP98, Tal93b, KPP93].
Logical [CIF84, TSF+07, IPF82, JG98].
longest [YTC02]. longest-match [YTC02].
look [FF86]. Lookahead [SC87, Ber91a].
loop [KKG15, SF89, VMD09]. Loops
Machine [BT86, Pet78, HLJ76).

Machine-Independent [BT86]. machines

Machine-Generated [Pet78].

Machine-Independent [MO83]. [DNR90, Sal92].


Machine-Independent [MO83]. LR

Macro-Oriented [Nag80].

Macros [FKR75].

Macrospace [Flo78].

Maintaining [NJLS12]. Making [Flo78].

nalleable [MZC10]. management

match [YTC02]. Matching

Mathematical [KP78, KKG92]. MDL

Match [yCH92]. Mealy

Memory [LRB+11, HC05, CF88, Nil90].

Memory-optimal [AS96]. mergessort

memories [CLM83, MR04].

membrane [GDD12]. meta-model

meta-class [Bou04, DSW05]. metaclasses

meta-programming [GBZ09]. method

Meta-Modeling [CCB15].

metaprogramming [GBZ09]. method

methodologies [FW87].

Methodology [BB91, CLM83, Bou08, CHK93, KKG15, LP97, yCH92].

Methods [Wll81]. micro

micro-architectures [IMP+08].

Microcomputers [ZA87, ZGE85]. microprogrammed [MB75].

Microsoft [Led99b]. MIMD [VLC98].

minimal [Kes98]. minimalist [LB06]. minimizing [PS10]. minimum [Dai94]. mixed [HHS90].

mixed-language [HHS90]. mixin [Bou04].

mixin-based [Bou04].

Mobile [Led99e, BCF02, BCF+04, HL08, VBS+14].

mobility [DMT10]. moded [BER00].

Model [Pen14, Rod15, SS79, ZP04, Abd75a, Abd75b, BDL+12, Ber91a, BSW15, BMZM92, CM11, CAS08, CV14, DQ09, GDD12, GWDD06, OM91, Ruy87, SK14, Sis04, WPR06, WD04, Yan96].

model-checking [DQ09]. Model-driven [Rod15].

Modeling [MZGT85, Spr79, PLDD15]. modelling [GVvdP+01, Rid79b].

Models [BS78, Fle84, GP87, KPS97, BKG+08, GSX99, KKP+15, Lou07, RBY+05].

modern [IMP+08]. modification [RDB15].

Modula [DNR90, Sal92]. Modula-2

DNR90, Sal92].

Modular [EHMO91, KN85, BKYV80, RP98]. module

modules [BRT99, LMR93].

MOF [CCB15].

Moldable [CDGN15].

Monaco [PSW+13].

monotone [NN09]. morality

Motion [CJ80, BC13].

motivation [Sco91]. movillog [MZC07].

MSC [Man01]. mud [Vai04]. MudPie

Multi [FF90, MOT84].

Multi-Display [MOT84]. Multi-way

Multi-Display [FFJ90].

Multicomputers [Geb82, SSB94].

multidimensional [DLP07].

multiparadigm [LP97, NL95, Pla91].

Multiple [ACS96, KA07, SS79, BKSW09, PS94b, TKH99].

Multiprocessing [CL78, Coh78].

Multiprocessor

Multiview [KPP+15]. multiway [CO89].

mutant [SMdSB09]. Mutation [BS85].

mutual [FF90].


[CL11, Han97]. natural [Run89]. need

[Kes98]. neither [Tre00]. nested
race [CS03]. rapid [CHHP91, FL01, Luq93, IMP+08].
rapid-prototyping [IMP+08], RASP [Dja88]. Re [GH07]. Re-scheduling [GH07].
reactive [PSW+13]. readable [Jos78]. Real-Time [BGMT82, CMM85, LN91, Luq93, BW90, DGU91, DRT97, GCH09, HL08, LS94]. Reasoning [MR04, CLMT01, KH12].
recognition [PS94b]. Reconciling [Ber11]. reconfigurable [PDK+09, PS94a].
recovery [HRS84, LCFA10]. recursion [FF90, Thi93]. Recursive [Hor93, MS99, MPS90, SS09]. Reducing [Ozt11]. reduction [DTXP13, Lee05].
reductions [Sis04]. Redundant [DH86]. reference [CCGC12]. Refinement [BJ14].
refinements [EL07]. reflection [GWDD06, RDT08]. Reflections [Fel87].
reflective [KA07]. Regime [LS84]. region [BGH13]. Register [CAC+81, Dha88, BM95, Dha90, Kes98, PS10, Zob93].
registers [VS95]. Regular [Anc13, PC78]. Relating [HC96]. Relational [BC84, BL92, BLM93, BMZM92, HHLv89, McL77].
relational-calculus [BL92]. relations [BR89]. Relationship [SS79].
relationships [LW75, Sch75a]. Reliable [Ano07b, MST14]. removal [McG91].
Removing [Lia92]. rendezvous [CO89]. reordering [GG09]. repair [HRS84].
Report [MP85]. representation [CPD93, Ear75]. replication [BC10].
Resilient [ABG+05]. resolution [Rom97, Tay96]. Resource [CLM83, JM96, LCC07, jLtCxH90].
responsible [HZ96, VBS+14]. restrictive [EL87]. Result [Geh80, WG83]. results [EvdSV+15]. retargetable [BDB90, Gan89a]. retrieving [CNGW09].
reusable [VS95]. Reverse [LS84, Man01].
Reviewers [Ano08, Ano12, Ano13, Ano15, Ano99b, Ano10b, Ano11a]. Revised [Led99a]. rewriting [SH15]. rich [MLW05].
Run [Joh81, Sar93, MRO03, SJW94].
Run-Time [Joh81, Sar93, MRO03, SJW94].
Runtime [DDT06, KA07, RDT08].

S [PB84]. Safe [Bon04, BC02, DSW05, KMLS15]. Safety [GCH09, Dre96, Fru10]. Sanjiv [Led99b].
Semantic [COHH95, Fle84, Gan89b, Pag79, Tai79, BC93, KHO14, SB79, Wil80]. Semantics [BER00, BEH86, MB85, Pag78, Wil81, AMA97, AMA98, AD07, BJ90, BG84, DLP15, DS93, GL95, JM96, KB75, LS94,
Log09, Lou07, Mal93, OWG93, PC15, RS94].
semantics-directed [Do93].
semistructured [CNGW09, DQ09].
sensitive [HWM13, SM94], separation
[Fal97]. Sequo [GO88]. SequenceL
[Co98]. Sequences [GO88, WG83, Ni90].
Sequential [DH86]. Server [Le99].
Services [PPK11, GH07, MZC07].
servicing [OBGK02], sharing [PLS10].
shell [GCH09], Shellsort [SJW94].
shortcomings [EP89, PE88]. shot [AD07].
should [Sch76]. Side [IR95]. Side-effect
[IR95]. Simple [Abd75a, War78, FDH08, Tz12, CDGM80].
simplification [Han97]. SIMULA
[PGM84, Sch78]. Simulating [TKH99].
Simulation [Hoo87, Hoo89, KS90, Sal92].
single [AD07, Den75, MGLFCP12, SK09].
single-user [MGLFCP12]. SIR [FO02]. size
[SJW94, SS09]. Skeleton [AD07].
Skeleton-based [AD07]. sketch [RR99].
sketch-based [RR99]. SL5 [Han78], SLE
[CPPV15]. SLIPS [GS86]. SMALLTALK
[GL95, ABG+05, DOZ06, DDT06, GDD12,
SD06]. SMALLTALK-80 [GL95]. smart
[SK14]. Snobol4 [Gri83, Pag78]. Software
[CPPV15, HR91, RS83, Rid79a, RPB09,
Zav86, yCH92, CL99, ECEB12, FO10, Hoo89,
HL08, KKG15, KS90, Rid79b, SK14,
TBKG04, Zdu06, vOKF01]. Solmar [BS78].
solution [JLcXH90, PC78, PSW+13]. solve
[DO90]. solving [CIP+00, EP89, LfL00].
Some [KY75, Ten83]. Sonar [BS78]. Sons
sophisticated [BDPW08]. Source
[FF75, GDD12, MT05]. space [Oz11].
Spaces [ACS06]. sparse [KHO14]. SPEC
[CIP+00, Ber91b]. Special
[Bry15, CPPV15, HR92, MB13, MB14,
Zuc04, CB93b, Lou07, SD06].
Special-Purpose [HR92]. specialization
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